Soul Journal Program for women with long-term sentences
© Gabriel Ashley Ross 2020
This Soul Journal program is for women with long-term sentences and focuses on themes
that the women choose (i.e. discovering my true self, boredom, fear and hope). In the Soul
Journal program women use words, images and art materials to create a journal focusing on
themes chosen by women with long-term sentences at The Minnesota Correctional Facility –
Shakopee.
Creating the journal enables the women to explore a new sense of self and direction in life.
Soul Journal provides the time and skills for self-reflection and supports the restoration so
central to reducing recidivism
The class is five sessions and runs about two hour per session, meeting once per week.
The ideal group size is 8 – 10 women.
Basic supplies needed to conduct the program:
Envelopes (large to be glued into the journal as a pocket)
Journals (the prison would only allow journals with staples, it is very important to
use mixed media journals that can hold up to water color, I use Kunst & Papier Soft
Cover Sketchbook 8.3x11.7- which I order through a local art store.)
Art Pens (Pitt pens by Faber-Castell size F or M, used for all writing)
Watercolors and Brushes
Washable Markers (Crayola)
Glue sticks (UHU stics are the best for this work)
Pencils (#2 for drawing)
Craypas
Colored copies of images
Colored card stock paper
Scrap paper at least one sheet per student per class
Scissors (if your prison will let you use them, sometimes they can be signed out)
CD player and CD’s with quiet instrumental background music (it is best to have no
talking during writing times).

Each student keeps their journal and art pen and brings it to class each week (the prison gave
permission for the women to have the journals and the pens.) The intention is that the
journals remain private and the women share it with those they choose.
It is important to do the class where there are tables for people to spread out and also
necessary to have water available to use watercolors.

Day one Prison Long-Term sentence program
0:00 gather – intro me and program
Ask participants to introduce themselves and say where they are from.
The Soul Journal is: Opportunity to explore your self - using words and images, it is
a fusion of images and words and your soul/spirit
This journal will focus on you, your thoughts/feelings as you …………
0:10

Set – up Journal
On front of the journal – name plates (use colorful card stock tags or packing tags for
this)
On first page blank page of the journal: write your name and the date
In the back of the journal glue the large envelope so that the opening is facing you,
this becomes a pocket for you to store images that you might want to save and use on
future pages.

0:15

Creating the “Reconnecting with My True Self” page:
Make copies of some of the cards from the Healing Cards deck by Caroline Myss (or
something similar). These cards have graphics showing people of different
ethnicities and nature and short phrases about healing.

Make enough copies of different cards so that the women have a choice of what to
choose. Set the cards out and let everyone walk around to view the cards. After
everyone has seen the cards ask them to choose one card that they are drawn to.
Then do a two-page color wash in your journal creating a background with
watercolor that will go with the card. (Color wash is putting the color down quickly
across two facing pages in the journal.)
Set the journal aside to dry.
Prison is a place where we might reconnect with our true self. Here are some
suggestions which might work for you:
0:25 Background for the Reconnecting with self page: (read to the group invite the women to just close their eyes and breathe deeply.)
Soul Journal starts with reconnecting with your true Self, but this connection might feel
remains mysterious and elusive.
When you’re connected you feel energized, unfazed by life’s challenges, and secure in
what you do. You operate from a place of centered-ness, which engenders balance and good
health.
When you’re disconnected you may feel tired, weighed down by the stresses of life, or
anxious about things. You operate from a place of fear – fear that you won’t be approved of,
fear that you won’t be in control, or fear that you won’t be secure. Eventually these fears can
lead to imbalance and poor health.
Connecting with your true Self involves getting in touch your truest self, which is
always present however many years and layers of other feelings now surround it.
How to make the connection? Fortunately there are many ways to experience your true
nature, and today we will explore ways to do this – connect with your true self.
(Give handout #1 below and discuss with participants) from:
https://www.zenforyou.ca/five-ways-to-connect-with-your-true-self/
How to connect with your true self:
1. Spend time in silence
We live in a world of noise and distractions, which continually tug our attention out of
ourselves to the material world. So one way to connect with your true Self is through
silence.
Simply sit or lay away from people, the computer, TV, newspapers and books, and
be with yourself. No effort is needed, just relax and ‘be’. At first your thoughts may run
amok, but if you persist they quiet down until you experience an inner calm.
2. Spend time in nature
Trees, plants and animals are still connected to their source, to the power and intelligence
that made them. So communing with nature, outdoors or simply through single flower in a
vase, helps connect you to your inner self.

3. Become aware of your breath
Perhaps the easiest way to connect to yourself is to become aware of your breath. Simply
shift your awareness to your breath coming into, and then leaving, your body. This
immediately brings your attention to the present and a calm place in which you can connect
to your Self.
4. Healing
Healing – Clearing the clutter which stands between you and your truest self.
Most people don’t know they want healing – they just know that they feel bad. So what can
you do if you mostly feel bad? What if you don’t know what to do to heal that? You can just
put out the intention to be as aligned as possible with your Higher Self. Putting out that
intention will put you on a healing journey back towards who you are.
Put your energy to work to clear away anything that is not aligned with who you really are.
Your True Self is pure joy. You know what is not aligned with your True Self by how it
feels. If you feel good, then it’s aligned with your True Self. If you feel bad, then it’s not
aligned.
The clutter I’m referring to includes unhelpful beliefs such as ‘I’m not good enough’, any
past associations or events which cause you to feel bad, any feeling which does not feel
good to you is out of alignment with your Higher Self and it helps to find its source and
purge the belief or attitude that causes it.
5. Release your feelings
Another approach is to release the feelings that have built up around, and in turn dimmed,
your inner Self.
Starting with whatever feeling is present in this moment release it, and notice what feeling
surfaces next. Then release that feeling, and so on. Gradually you dissolve away the layers
of feeling, until you reach a peaceful place of ‘be-ing’.
At first this connection may be a fleeting glimpse; with practice it comes more easily, and
eventually you can access it at will. Then you have access to the wisdom of the universe –
an excellent source of insight into your health issue.
Question:
In what situations do you feel most peaceful and connected? (Ponder and Discuss)
Reflection:
What is the most appropriate way for you to connect to your true Self on a regular basis?
Action:
What will you do today to connect to your true Self? (Soul Journal)
Pulled by the distractions of our material world you can easily become disconnected from
your true, inner Self. Reconnecting, through for example: silence, nature, your breath,
meditation, or releasing feelings, helps bring you back to balance and well-being.

0:35 Go through “Values” and write (15 minutes)
Read through the values on the bottom of the handout #1. Ask the women to choose
about three to five values that are important to them (they can add values that are not
on the sheet) and write about why the values are important to them and how they will
live those values in their lives. Create a sheet for them to write on using the Life’s
Values graphic (below). When they have finished writing, they can glue the page in
their journal, near the one that they painted earlier.

L I F E’ S

0:50 Go back to the card that they chose, glue card in the journal on the one of the painted
pages, look at it carefully, describe the picture, how does the picture reflect the words? Why
did I choose this card? Write about these questions on the page with the card. (Discuss their
writing.)
1:00 Stand up break . . .
Color wash another two pages with watercolor (skip at least one page in between this
one and the last one painted). Set the journal aside to dry.
1:10 Creating the “Wholeness Wheel” page: (see the handout below, copy one for each
person) You can find examples of these wheels on the internet.
a) These are seven attributes that work together to make up the “Whole Person.” Read
through each one of the seven attributes on the wheel and have the women rate themselves.
b) Discuss, what did we learn about ourselves? Where are we satisfied (doing well) where
are we unsatisfied (not doing so well)? How might we improve in the areas were we want to
grow/develop?
c) Glue the Wholeness Wheel page into the journal on a blank white page.

Wholeness Wheel:
Choose a number 1 = unsatisfied and 10 = completely satisfied
1) Physical: discovering ways to enjoy exercise and movement, eating well, good health.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2) Social/Cultural: being a part of a community, participating in a culture/society, having
positive relationships.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3) Environmental: being connected to nature, living in a healthy environment.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4) Occupational: appreciating, developing and using your talents, skills.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

5) Spiritual: exploring the sacred and your experience of mystery.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

6) Intellectual: learning, expanding your mind and your understanding of the world.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
7) Emotional: managing stress and understanding your feelings to better care for yourself.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1:30 Creating the “Who am I?” pages:

#1 Childhood

We will be exploring who we have been (are) at several points in our lives.
Copy childhood silhouettes, (see below) enough so that the women have a choice of images.
Have them each choose a silhouette to represent: “who was I at 6 years old?” Glue image
into the journal on the painted page across from the Reconnecting with My True Self page.
Set a timer – or watch a clock - for 10 minutes and have the women respond to these ideas:
Consider who you were at six years old: Explore the following questions:
Child: Who were you then? Where did you live? What was important to you? What were
your favorite things to do? What did you need? Who/what did you love?

1:50 Clean up and what did we do today and why? Process what they remembered/felt
about their six –year old self.
2:00 End of class

Handout #1
Connecting with Self:
How to connect
1. Spend time in silence
2. Spend time in nature
3. Become aware of your breath
4. Healing:
Clearing the clutter that stands between you and your truest Self.
5. Release your feelings
Question: In what situations do you feel most peaceful and connected?
Reflection: What is the most appropriate way for you to connect to your
true Self on a regular basis?
Action: What will you do today to connect to your true Self?

kkkkkkllllll
Write about your values and beliefs (what are they and why are they important
to you?). Here are some values to consider:
respect

forgiveness

freedom

healthy living

humility

happiness

loyalty

awareness of doing
wrong

fairness

understanding

friendship

faith/spirituality

honesty

compassion

thinking

believing in yourself

learning

peacefulness

courage

caring for creation

Choose five to seven of the above values and write about how they are present
in your life today. (Use the Life’s Values paper.)

Day Two Prison Long-Term sentence program
0:00

Gather (Continuation from last week):

Creating the “Who am I?” pages: #2 Teenager
We will continue exploring who we have been and are at several points in our lives.
Copy teenage silhouettes - at least six different images, (similar to the one here) enough so
that the women have a choice of images.
Have them each choose a silhouette to represent: “who was I
at 16 years old?” Glue image into the journal on the page
they painted last week.
Set a timer – or watch a clock - for 10 minutes and have the
women write on the page with the silhouettes to respond to
these ideas:
Consider who you were at sixteen years old: Explore the
following questions:
Teen: Who were you then? Where did you live? What was
important to you? How did you feel about school? What
activities were you involved with? What did you need?
Who/what did you love?
0:25 Do LIGHT water color wash for tree background (blue
top, green bottom) let dry
Check in …Look back at journal exercises from last week.
What did you think about your soul journal during the past
week?

0:40 Creating the “Soul Tree” page: A graphic of those
who have touched my life/soul
a) Have the women draw a tree (large enough to fill one
journal page) on the page with the painted tree background
or cut a tree out of green paper and glue it on the tree
background page. This will be their Soul Tree - similar to
the image on the left:
b) Write near the branches the people – animals – places
that grew their soul. Around the base of the tree put the
names of those who rooted you and then write and answer
this question:
“How has my tree been nurtured and how has it grown
from these relationships?”

***Do another watercolor wash on a set of pages (let dry)
Discussion: how can I be positively in touch with the people, animals, places that I want in
my life? Brainstorm ideas. How can we support each other in nurturing relationship with
people and animals on the outside?
How can we stay connected to family and friends? Ask them for ideas. Here are a few:
1) Phone
2) Writing (sending photocopies of their Soul Journal pages). Writing wishes for those
events/occasions we miss. Writing about positive memories
3) Asking for photos . . .
4) Open Heart: Contemplation from our true self/soul (holding the person, animal in our
heart/mind while sending them positive energy).
5) Other ways?????
1:20 Creating the “Who am I?” pages:

#3 Today

We have been exploring who we were at several points in
our lives. Now we will focus on who we are today.
Copy adult women silhouettes, (similar to the one here)
enough so that the women have a choice of images. Have
them each choose a silhouette to represent: “who am I
today?” Glue image into the journal on the painted page
across from the 16 Year Old Self .
Set a timer – or watch a clock - for 10 minutes and have
the women respond to these ideas: Consider who you are
today: Explore the following questions:
Who am I now? What is important to you? What has
changed in your life? What goals do you have? What do
you need? Who/what do you love?
Take a stand up break . . . .

1:35 Creating the “10 Qualities” page: Another exercise
for connecting with self.
(Connects with the Adult silhouette page and
focuses on affirming who we are.)
Give each woman two strips of decorative paper to
boarder the side of a journal page (about 1 inch wide by
11 or 12 inches long, to fit the journal page). Glue the
borders on a blank, white page.

Write on the top of the page in large letters:

10 Qualities
Number 1- 10 down the left side of the page. Write a list of 10 great qualities, and
tell yourself that it’s safe to be you.
(Give the following example of an affirmation a woman named Jennifer, who said:
“It is safe to be Jennifer. I am funky, intelligent, creative, wise, multifaceted,
powerful, strong, exciting, joyful, energetic, healthy, and connected to Spirit. I bring
that special Jenniferness to everything I do.”
Note: some women have a very hard time doing this and coming up with ten
qualities. Ask them to affirm each other by suggesting positive qualities that they
know about each other. As the facilitator, bring out positive qualities you have seen
in them. If they don’t finish this, ask them to have it completed by the start of class
next week.
1:55 Clean up
2:00 End of Class

Day Three Prison Long-Term sentence program
0:00
0:05

Gather, today will look at Boredom - lack of ability to think for one self - mind
stimulation
Do water color wash on two pages . . . let it dry.
While waiting for it to dry do this discussion:

0:15 Looking back: Silhouettes from last two weeks: Describe the differences between who
you were at 6 and 16 and who you are becoming. How might the coming months and years
transform your life? Then describe the you that has always been here. What is that person’s
vision of your life? How has she guided you? Have you been listening, or have you been
living on auto-pilot? When was the last time you checked in with the inner self that is
always there?
Creating the “Truest Self” page: give each woman a sheet of paper (cut to fit in the journal)
with the graphic for “Truest Self” below. Have them write on the sheet what they have
discovered about their “true self” form doing the silhouettes and the last few exercises.

0:40 Boredom: why are we bored and what can we do about it? Print and discuss the
handout below with the women. What works for them, what else have they tried?
Handout:

How to Survive the Boredom in Jail?
Adapted from Will Smith from:
https://www.inmatesurvival.com/how-to-survive-the-boredom-in-jail/
Boredom is one of the reasons why being in prison is so difficult. It is also proven
that boredom can induce psychological disorders like depression and suicidal
tendencies. That is why it is important to know how to survive boredom in prison.
How to Survive Boredom in Prison? Every woman has to learn how to follow the
rules and regulations in prison and get along with the other prisoners well. She
must also be aware of a few solutions on how to survive boredom in jail. If a
woman is open to exploring new ways of being, thinking and communicating then
survival and avoiding boredom can become easier. The following are some of the
tips on how to deal with boredom in prison.
1. Use paper and pen and art supplies
There are so many things a person can do with paper and pen or pencil. She can
draw different things and write. She may even want to use these things to plan her

life ahead, to draw her inmates and learn to write her own stories, poetry and much
more. Creating a Soul Journal about your life and experiences is a great tool for
self-exploration and moving forward.
2. Daydream
This is not always recommended because this can induce depression if the thoughts
are sad. However, if there’s really nothing else that can be done with a prisoner’s
time, a little daydreaming can help. Just dream of something positive from the past,
or looking forward to the future.
3. Play board games
Learn to play chess or other board games. Choose a chess mate who can accept
defeat. Playing chess is not only a time filler, but it can also improve one’s strategic
skills.
4. Read and strengthen your mind
One can ask her relatives to buy her a book or a magazine. It helps to broaden one’s
horizon while being in jail. Being in prison is a highly stressful situation, and one
way of coping with the large amount of stress is by reading and diving into another
world. If there is a library available spend time there and discover new knowledge
and worlds. The written words will not only help you overcome your boredom, but
they could also help you gain more knowledge. That knowledge could eventually
come in handy if you ever find yourself in a sticky situation. Likewise, you can apply
that knowledge to the outside world once you gain back your freedom. Join a book
club if possible.
5. Take advantage of the programs
There are different types of programs conducted for the well being of the prisoners
in every correctional center. These can be livelihood programs, educational
programs and rehabilitative programs.

6. Clean your cell
It is the prisoner’s responsibility to clean her own cell. Think of it not just an
obligation but also as a way to spend positive energy and time.
Being in jail is never fun, but it is always important to remember that there is a way
to combat every problem in life, like boredom. The easiest way to fight boredom
during your incarceration is by constantly engaging both your mind and body in
various activities. You have a lot of time to waste while you are in prison so you
might as well make the most of that time and have a little fun with it.
7. Try a new sport
If possible, get out of your cell and participate in a sport or even in a simple card
game. However, with regards to any competitive game, it is best if you avoid those
that involve money or gambling no matter how high the stakes may get. Join games
for fun and socialization and avoid any dangerous situations at all costs.
Likewise, activities can keep both your mind and body preoccupied enough to keep
you out of trouble. Even for a few moments, the minor distraction will keep your
mind off any grudges or sad thoughts that you might have been nursing. That
endorphin rush from a basketball game, brisk walk, or even just a few jumping jacks
can only do wonders to boost your positive energy.
8. Keep your body fit
Aside from giving you something to focus on, exercise is also a great way to keep
yourself fit and healthy. Though you might not be given access to any fancy
machines, you will still be given the opportunity to engage in simple stretching,
aerobics, and resistance training exercises while you are on prison grounds.
The exercises are a great way to keep boredom at bay while also helping you build
up your strength.
9. Keep communication lines open
Never lose touch with your loved ones and relatives no matter how long you stay in
prison. Take advantage of those scheduled family visits and phone calls. If possible,

request your visitors to bring you a pen and a notebook so that you can continue to
send them letters when they are unable to visit. The simple act of writing a letter to
your friends and loved one and receiving their replies will give you something that
you can actually look forward to. Likewise, reading about their daily
accomplishments and activities will motivate you to try your hardest to get your
sentence reduced so that you can see them again.
1:00 Creating the “Boredom” page:
Have a number of graphics on Boredom for the women to choose from. Similar to those
below. On the page that they color washed earlier, they can begin this exercise.
One way to counteract boredom is to
work with your journal using writing
prompts and adding art as you go.
Here are some Journal prompts to try
with the women: (these work well as
timed writing prompts maybe 3-5 min.
Give them short standup breaks and
opportunities to read what they wrote).
Write to the prompt, "As I sit here
thinking about …"
"As I walk down..."
The women come up with some
incredible descriptions.
Some wrote about walking to chow
hall, walking into and out of trouble, and
walking on.
More prompts:
Write to the prompt, "If I could get out
of here..."
Write to the prompt: "If I could take it
all back, this is what I'd say instead..."
Write to the prompt, "I never knew..."
Try this prompt: "It all started when..."

1:30 Continuing the “Boredom” page:
This exercise is inspired by You Don’t Know Me, by David Klass (HarperTempest 2001).
"You don’t know me at all. You don’t know the first thing about me. You don’t know where
I’m writing this from. You don’t know what I look like. You have no power over me.
What do you think I look like? Skinny? Freckles? Wire-rimmed glasses over brown eyes?
No, I don’t think so. Better look again. Deeper. It’s like a kaleidoscope, isn’t it? One minute
I’m short, the next minute tall, one minute I’m geeky, one minute I’m awesome, my shape
constantly changes, and the only thing that stays constant is my brown eyes. Watching you."
The writing prompt is to start with the line, "You don’t know me" and see what happens.
Give each woman a beautifully printed piece of stationery that you love. Have them write
the date in the corner. Then, write:
Dear Nobody, And write the letter. Whatever comes to mind. Just write.
What would you tell Nobody, if you could?
To finish this jounral page on “boredom” ask them to write how they might conteract
boredom today and in the next week?
1:50 Clean –up
1:55 what did we do today and why did we do it? Plan to read “Letters to Nobody” at the
start of the next class.
2:00 End

Day Four Prison Long-Term sentence program
0:00 gather, ask for volunteers to read “the Letter to Nobody” from last week. How did
they feel writing that letter?
0:10 Creating the “Fear” page:
a) Color wash two pages for a background (use gray) let it dry and set aside
b) Brainstorm: what do kids fear???? Write on the board, or large paper
c) Writing prompt: (give a copy of the graphic below, on 8.5 x 11 paper - I use gray
paper) This will get glued into the journal on a white page later.
Have participants finish the sentence: “When I was a child I was scared . . .”
(Describe a time/s from your childhood when you were scared...)

Childhood
Fears . . .

0:30 Ask participants to choose a quotation (see examples below and copy enough of
these so that the women have a choice) . . . glue on to the gray journal page . . .
write near the quotation what the quote means to them.

We often fear the thing we want the most…

0:45 Discuss the qoutes that they chose – is anyone willing to shre what they chose and
what it means to them?
0:50 Brainstorm: what do we fear today? Write on the board or large piece of paper.
Give them all this graphic to glue on the gray page:

Then do the following jounral writing on the gray painted page:
This is a two-part writing prompt :
For part one, complete this sentence (write it on the board) "What I'm afraid of..."
time this writing for five minutes. Just write whatever comes to you, and keep
writing for the five minutes.
For part two, complete this
sentence (write it on the board)
"What I'm not afraid of..." time
this writing for five minutes. Just
write whatever comes to you, and
keep writing for the five minutes.
The results can be very powerful.
After the 10 min of writing invite
those who want to speak to share
their ideas. . .
1:15 Creating the “Freedom from
Fear” page
Discuss “What can free us from
our fears” . . . ask them.
Give some suggestions: Being
connected to our true self,
spirituality
To what extent is fear a useful
emotion? To what extent is it not? Does it have a role in the practice that puts an
end to fear?
Think of a deer at night suddenly caught in a hunter's headlights. It's confused. Angry. It
senses danger, and that it's weak in the face of the danger. It wants to escape. These five
elements — confusion, aversion, a sense of danger, a sense of weakness, and a desire to
escape — are present, to a greater or lesser extent, in every fear. The confusion and aversion
are the unskillful elements. Even if the deer has many openings to escape from the hunter,
its confusion and aversion might cause it to miss them. The same holds true for human
beings. The mistakes and wrongs we commit when finding ourselves weak in the face of
danger come from confusion and aversion.

Give graphics (like the one below)

Choose a white page in the journal and create a “Freedom from Fear” page.
Glue on the graphics and write on the page, what will free them from their fears.
1:20 Creating the “Forgiveness” page
Copy and go through the handout below:
How to Forgive — and Why You Should by Mark Matousek, July 6, 2011 from AARP
Most everyone — from medical doctors and psychologists to spiritual teachers —
agrees that forgiveness is a virtue with wide-ranging benefits. But how do we
forgive, exactly?
We begin by acknowledging — right off the bat — how difficult it can be to forgive
someone who has wounded us deeply.
"We talk about forgiveness as if it were one thing, but we should really talk about
different types of forgiveness," says Helen Whitney, a filmmaker whose most recent
documentary is Forgiveness: A Time to Love and a Time to Hate. "There are as
many ways to forgive as there are people needing to be forgiven."
Still, here are seven things to remember when you really do want to let bygones be
bygones.
Take your time. Forgiveness does not require a stopwatch. The part of us that
requires amends generally refuses to be rushed. Healing has its own timetable,
which sometimes can require a lifetime. There are times when forgiveness can
be bad for your health, particularly if you force the process, Whitney says. This
serves to lay an insincere foundation in relationships, undermining future trust.

Tell the truth. Authenticity is everything when it comes to forgiveness. Nothing but
whole truth is potent enough to unlock serious grudges. This usually requires a leap
of faith (we so rarely tell the whole truth), and the willingness to lose the relationship
if the truth is too much for your unforgiven party to hear. You can't be dishonest and
move forward emotionally at the same time.
Own your part. Telling the truth means taking responsibility for your part in the bad
way things went down. It's all too tempting for the injured party to play the victim
(how else could we manage to be so self righteous?). But the truth cuts both ways
and you need to get real about your behavior. Are you guilty of miscommunication?
Did you misrepresent your needs or desires? Are you wearing your offense like a
crown of thorns, acting high or mighty?
Open your heart. As Daniel Goleman writes in Social Intelligence, "Empathy is the
prime inhibitor to human cruelty." Only when we see our enemies as individuals
deserving empathy can "the war between Us and Them ever stop." We tend to
demonize those who hurt us. But when we work at understanding our foes to be
struggling, imperfect people — just like us — capable of making mistakes, we make
room for empathy to be stirred in our shut down hearts.
And open your eyes. Trust is a delicate creature, however. We're smart to remain
vigilant, savvy and history-smart in re-establishing trust with someone who has hurt
us. Remember, forgiveness contains a degree of wisdom (otherwise, it's not
forgiveness).
Turn it over. Wisdom, by definition, means relinquishing control over final
outcomes. Would-be forgivers are often blocked by the fine print of their own
expectations ("I will forgive only if this happens…"). But that is not how forgiveness
works. Surrendering a measure of personal will (in the sense of Thy will be done,
whether the Doer is a divine entity or fate itself) allows both parties to regroup and
begin anew.
Stay strong. Just as we cannot move forward and be dishonest at the same time,
we cannot remain petty and hope to expand beyond the level of personal grievance.
Mired down by the letter of the law, we may lose the spirit of forgiveness. This spirit
derives from a desire for justice but also from a pull toward personal happiness.
Held hostage to rigid ideas about right and wrong, or should and shouldn't, we
cannot hope to resolve our conflicts with an open mind. As a survivor of the
Holocaust wrote, "You must be strong to forgive. Forgiveness is not about
condoning or excusing. Forgiveness has nothing to do with justice. Forgiving is a
selfish act to free yourself from being controlled by your past."

Ask participants what their reaction is to the ideas about forgiveness in the article.
What makes Forgiveness so hard for us to do?
Give Graphic here: “I am not what I have done . . .” and a printed sheet of paper
with a rainbow or sky or nature background. Glue the grahic on the top of the sheet.

I’m not what I have done –
I’m what I have overcome.

On the sheet with the graphic, start by writing the words, "I forgive you." You can
write to youreself, another person, a group (family or community) or God. As in the
other exercise, go with whatever comes to mind as soon as you write those words.
Don't worry if your thoughts shift mid-sentence. Let stream of consciousness guide
you. Make a list, write a paragraph, do whatever feels right.

1:50 Clean up
1:55 What did we do today (discuss) and why did we do it? What did they discover
about their fears and forgiveness?
2:00 End

Day Five Prison Long-Term sentence program
0:00 Do water color wash on two pages (around the edges only) . . . let it dry.
While waiting for it to dry do:
0:10 Looking back: Any reflections on last week . . . “what I’m afraid of – what I’m not
afraid of . . .” Or other writing exercises “ I forgive you”?

0:25 Creating the “Hope” page:
Hope: What gives you “Hope” today, write on board . . . have them give examples like
“hope to transform my life…”
Give each woman a piece of paper with the graphic and the printed text:

I can transform my life . . .
my hope comes from:
Ask them to write about “What gives me hope . . . They can use oil pastles or markers to
decorate the page. When finished, glue into the jounral
0:45 Creating the “Why does the Caged Bird Sing?” page:
Give the poem a copy of the poem “I know why the caged bird sings” by Maya Angelou.
(see below)
Give some background about Maya Angelou and read through the poem. Discuss their
favorite lines, and images.
Write out on page with the poem: What does the poem mean to you . . .
Then ask for volunteers to read what they wrote.
(This page will get glued into their journals, across from the birdcage page explained
below.)

“A free bird leaps on the back of the wind
and floats downstream till the current ends
and dips her wing in the orange suns rays
and dares to claim the sky.
But a bird that stalks down her narrow cage
can seldom see through her bars of rage
her wings are clipped and her feet are tied
so she opens her throat to sing.
The caged bird sings with a fearful trill
of things unknown but longed for still
and her tune is heard on the distant hill
for the caged bird sings of freedom.
The free bird thinks of another breeze
and the trade winds soft through the sighing trees
and the fat worms waiting on a dawn-bright lawn
and she names the sky her own.
But a caged bird stands on the grave of dreams
her shadow shouts on a nightmare scream
her wings are clipped and her feet are tied
so she opens her throat to sing.
The caged bird sings with a fearful trill
of things unknown but longed for still
and her tune is heard on the distant hill
for the caged bird sings of freedom.”
― Maya Angelou, I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings

What does the poem mean to you?

1:00 Creating the “Birdcage” page: Print the birdcage graphic below on transparency film.

Print graphics of birds sized to fit in the birdcage, similar to the one here. Have enough
copies of birds so that every one gets to choose a bird that they like. The bird will represent
them.
The transparency graphic of the birdcage gets taped into
their journal using clear double-faced tape for artwork.
Underneath the film birdcage, they glue the bird graphic
that they chose. This page should go across from the
page with Maya Angelou’s poem.

1:20 Creating the “The Door of Wisdom” page:
Use a door graphic, that has the door cut around to the hinge side so that it will open in order
to write inside the door. (Like the graphic on the next page.)
***Carefully glue around the outside of the door graphic, making sure not to glue the door
itself. The door needs to open after it is glued into the journal.
Have the women sit quietly, listening to music, have them ponder and then write inside the
open door:
“What wisdom, message to I have to give to the outside world, the people, creatures that I
am away from?”
Invite those who are willing to share their wisdom.
1:40 clean up and do evaluations (see possible evaluation form below) talk over what we
have done in the soul journal group and have them give feedback in the large group from the
evaluation forms
2:00 End of Group

Soul Journal evaluation (Long Term Program)
1) Please look back through your journal – which themes or activities did you find the most
meaningful?
_____ Connecting with your true self – day one

_____ Fear and forgiveness day four

_____ Connecting with self and others – day two

_____ Hope and Wisdom– day five

_____ Boredom – day three
Comments: (particular activities that you liked?)

2) Did creating the Soul Journal give you an opportunity to reflect on your life and express
your concerns, hopes and paths of transformation?
_____yes
_____no
(explain)

3) Did the Soul Journal program have an impact on your understanding of yourself and/or
others with long term sentences?
_____ yes

_____no

(explain)

4) How has the Soul Journal experience enhanced or changed your life?

5) What suggestions do you have to improve the Soul Journal Program?

